Admiral Security Services, Inc.
Loss Prevention
Floating Impact Program
Admiral Security Services, Inc. provides loss prevention undercover agents that catch shop
lifters in a retail location and aim to reduce theft and overall store shrink. Industry standard has
measured the ROI on the program based on the dollar amount retrieved in apprehensions by
these agents. This in most cases has highlighted how a permanent loss prevention program at
the store will reflect a loss. Our goal is your profitability by reducing your losses, our motive is
to align with store business objectives and show value vs. becoming an expense.
We believe to show value, we must highlight all items that an LP program offers:
1. Reduce store shrink
2. Add an invisible layer of protection that collaborates with security and deters theft
3. Provides internal presence that combats internal theft
4. Deterrence
5. Combats ORC (Organized Crime Groups) that come in waves
6. An onsite available security professional able to act when an apprehension is needed
We propose a solution that is reactionary when there is a spike in crime, theft or high shrink. A
team of dedicated professional high-level security loss prevention individuals that get assigned
to a location for a short-term assignment 4 – 6 weeks. This can be unannounced and
coordinated by upper management based on data. The objective is to clean house, create
impact, make a statement, reset negative data on shrink and deter theft. The assignment may
continue until the number of stops go down or the shrink levels are back at optimal levels. The
team can move sequentially from one location and assignment to another.
The result of this strategic plan will have great impact on the regular shoplifters, the ORC
groups, and the internal thefts. The impact of this should be less shrink, confirmation of an
employee's integrity, and a boost of confidence from Store Leadership who enjoy LP presence.
The store’s safety and security are the priority and LP coverage will provide an additional layer
to achieve those goals.
Please feel free to contact us for more information and other custom security solutions.
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